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INTERNATIONAL WOOD FAIR

AVAILABILITY OF INTERNET CONNETCTIONS
Product
single place connection
Multiple-user connection
premium connection

Hall 2
x
x
x

Hall 1, 3 to 11
x
x
on request

open-air grounds
x
x
on request

 SINGLE PLACE CONNECTION

Suitable for connection to the Internet of all WLAN-enabled end devices.

-

8/8 Mbit/s
Instructions and access data will be sent to the e-mail address given to us one day before the start of the trade fair.
Number of devices

Non-recurring costs
Per end device

excl.
33,00 €

incl.
39,60 €

Please note: If your device does not support network registrations via web browsers, a manual activation is necessary. This will be charged
according to expenditure.
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 MULTI-USER CONNECTION WITH RENTAL HARDWARE FROM NET4YOU

Suitable for connecting up to 4 end devices to the internet via a network cable.
-

10/10 Mbit/s
max. 4 end devices via network cable
incl. A static public IP address
The internet connection of the router inside the hall ensues via WLAN. The WLAN function of the router cannot be usefor customer's
end devices.

Options
Support:
Increase in bandwidth:

 Standard Support *
 max. 20/20 Mbit/s

Non-recurring costs
multiple-user connection
with rental hardware from Net4You incl. on-site
installation

Bandwidth increase to 20/20 Mbit/s

 extended Support **
 furhter bandwidth up to 100 Gbit/s on request
exkl.
174,00 €

inkl.
208,80 €

60,00 €

72,00 €

Prerequisites: Stated prices only apply if the multi-user connection is ordered at least 8 working days before the start of the trade fair, the
client meets the specified deadlines and meets all technical requirements in such a way that Net4You does not incur any additional
installation costs. Orders placed at a later date will be invoiced with a surcharge of 50%.
A power connection is necessary for this connection.
Please note: Cabling of the rental hardware to the end devices is not included!
Return of the rental hardware by the customer: After the trade fair (max. 30 minutes after the end of the trade fair), the exhibitor must
always return the loaned hardware to the trade fair service. If the hardware provided by Net4You is damaged or not returned, it will be
charged with € 138,00 net/piece.
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 PREMIUM CONNECTION with rental hardware from Net4you

Suitable for connection to the internet via network cable and WLAN.
-

10/10 Mbit/s
incl. a static public IP address
up to 4 end devices via cable and up to 15 end devices via WLAN in the reception area of the router.
The Internet connection is made via network cable (CAT6), which is transferred to a fiber optic Internet connection.
This ensures that the selected bandwidths are stable and shielded from interference factors.

Options
Support:
Increase in bandwidth:
IP-addresses:

 Standard Support *
 max. 20/20 Mbit/s
 other static public IP addresses

Non-recurring costs
Premium connection

 extended support **
 further bandwidths up to 1 Gbit/s on request
excl.
222,00 €

incl.
266,40 €

60,00 €
36,00 €
According to expenditure

72,00 €
43,20 €
According to expenditure

with rental hardware from Net4You incl. on-site
installation

Bandwidth increase to 20/20 Mbit/s
Additional static public IP-addresses
Wiring costs by the electrician

Prerequisites: Stated prices only apply if the premium connection is ordered no later than 8 working days before the start of the trade fair,
the customer meets the specified deadlines and meets all technical requirements in such a way that Net4You does not incur any additional
installation costs. Orders placed at a later date will be invoiced with a surcharge of 50%. A power connection is necessary for this connection.
Please note: Cabling of the rental hardware to the end devices is not included!
Return of the rental hardware by the customer: After the trade fair (max. 30 minutes after the end of the trade fair), the exhibitor must
always return the loaned hardware to the trade fair service. If the hardware provided by Net4You is damaged or not returned, it will be
charged with € 138,00 net/piece.
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 PREMIUM CONNECTION with own hardware
-

10/10 Mbit/s
incl. a static public IP address
Using your own router, PCs, laptops is possible. Connection is made on the basis of a network cable.
The Internet connection is made via network cable (CAT6), which is transferred to a fiber optic Internet connection.
This ensures that the selected bandwidths are stable and shielded from interference factors.

Options
Support:
Increase in bandwidth:
IP-addresses:

 Standard Support *
 max. 20/20 Mbit/s
 other static public IP addresses

Non-recurring costs
Premium connection with own hardware
Bandwidth increase to 20/20 Mbit/s
other static public IP-addresses
Wiring costs by the electrician

 extended Support **
 further bandwidths up to 1 Gbit/s on request
exkl.
119,00 €
60,00 €
36,00 €
Nach Aufwand

inkl.
142,80 €
72,00 €
43,20 €
Nach Aufwand

Prerequisites: The premium connection must be ordered from Net4You at least 8 working days before the start of the fair; an electricity
connection is required for this connection. Orders placed later will be charged with a 50% surcharge. The router must be NAT-enabled.
Otherwise, all connected clients will receive a public IP address, which will be charged per piece according to the price list.
Please note: An installation support for your own hardware is possible by Net4You and will be charged accordingly.
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 INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS – for individual needs
You have special requirements, need a higher bandwidth, an individual special solution or would like to be connected to the Internet during
your event at the exhibition grounds?
Of course, we are also happy to design customized solutions and ensure that your internet connection is optimal an reliable.
Contact us and we will be happy to advise you! E-Mail: sales@net4you.net or phone.: +43 (0) 4242 5005 100.
 TOTAL

non-recurring costs
excl.
………….. €

incl.
………….€

standard support*
Standard support is included for the duration of the fair from Monday to Thursday (08:00 to 17:00) and on Friday (08:00 to 13:00). You can
reach us at 04242 5005 200. Support services rendered will be charged at an hourly rate of € 120.00 net on a time and material basis
(smallest billing unit 15 minutes).
extended support**
Optionally, you can book our extended support. This can be ordered with costs outside of the times stated above. After ordering, you will
receive a mobile phone number where you can reach a Net4You employee. Prices: One-time costs of € 50.00; Support services rendered are
charged at an hourly rate of € 120.00 net according to expenditure (smallest billing unit 15 minutes).

RECEIPT OF THE NET4YOU-INVOICE BY E-MAIL
The invoices of Net4You Internet GmbH are always sent by e-mail to the address provided by the client. If this is not (no longer)
desired, this can be changed at any time at customer´s option. Delivery by mail to the
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
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DECLARATION – CONTRACTUAL BASIS
With my order I accept the general terms and conditions of Net4You, which can also be downloaded from www.net4you.net/agb. The place of
jurisdiction is Villach, Austria, except for consumer transactions. Until full payment all deliveries and services remain the proprietary of
Net4You.
Should an access not be used by an exhibitor as agreed, Net4You reserves the right to charge the surcharge on the actually fitting product.
Unless otherwise stated, all prices are in EUR, direct debit and to pay in advance.
I acknowledge that Net4You stores my master data (as stated in "Customer Information") and uses it for billing and support purposes.
CONSENT
 I declare my consent that my data (company, name, e-mail, address, telephone number) may be stored by Net4You Internet GmbH and all
affiliated companies (Oase Software GmbH, Net4You & asut computer AustroCloud GmbH & Co OG) for the purpose of sending marketing
campaigns, product information, event information by e-mail, fax, mail or SMS. This consent can be revoked at any time at
office@net4you.net.
Revocation: You have the right to revoke your consent at any time. The revocation of your consent does not affect the legality of the
processing carried out on the basis of your consent until you revoke your consent. The revocation can be sent to the e-mail address
office@net4you.net, by mail or in person to our office.
In order to fulfil our data protection obligations to provide information pursuant to Article 13/14 of the Basic Data Protection Ordinance, we
refer you to our current version of the data protection regulations, which can be found at www.net4you.net/datenschutz .
NET4YOU THANKS YOU FOR YOUR ORDER
The contract comes into being when the client confirms the contents of the order form to Net4You and when Net4You does not reject the
order (or parts of it) according to point 2.1. of the GTC. The client accepts the terms and conditions of Net4You and confirms receipt. All these
documents form the contract.

COMPANY STAMP AND SIGNATURE

PLACE, DATE
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